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Abstract: This paper is about the intersection of the publishing industry and podcasting. I started 

by examining the rise of podcasting and focusing on the creators who have excelled in both 

forms of publishing traditionally and through podcasting. This paper shows that podcasting and 

traditional publishing met originally with independent creators using the podcasting form to 

connect with audiences, gathering a following, and then being connected to traditional publishers 

once audience loyalty was demonstrated.  

 

While this intersection of podcasting and publishing still happens in 2018, publishing has begun 

to use podcasting more actively and interactively to build an audience with creators. This paper 

examines the rise of podcasting and publishing through authors like Scott Sigler and Mignon 

Fogarty and shows how podcasting functions in publishing today with projects like Macmillan 

Podcasts. Further research could include investigations of how podcast networks such as 

Maximum Fun and Night Vale Presents operate like publishers and look into how publishers can 

continue to use marketing methods of audience connectivity like contemporary podcasters.  
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When Publishing and Podcasting Meet: Sigler and Fogarty to Macmillan Podcasts 

 
 

A ride on the city bus will show just how saturated contemporary culture is with 

consuming written media through our daily lives and actions. Passengers read physical books 

and pump audiobooks and podcasts in through headphones. Podcasts, especially, have risen in 

popularity, not only with talk radio-like or investigative journalism programs but with true crime, 

science fiction, fantasy podcasts and more. But how are podcasts connected to traditional 

publishing, and how have––and how can––publishers use podcasters and podcasting to support 

and develop traditional publishing further? 

Podcast listeners are voracious and numerous. According to one article in Editor and 

Publisher,  “the number of Americans who say they have listened to a podcast in the last month 

has doubled from 12 percent in 2013 to 24 percent in 2017” (Gallagher 22). This demographic 

consumes a high number of podcasts per lister as well. One survey by the Knight Foundation 

surveyed, “28,964 podcast listeners, 18 years of age or older, who listened to at least one audio 

podcast from one of six sources: National Public Radio, WNYC, American Public Media, 

WBUR, PRX and Gimlet Media” (Cramer 3). The survey called these listeners “super listeners,” 

reporting that “those super listeners consume twice the content, prefer a subscription-based 

model and downloading and listening to content later, favor mobile content and listening on the 

go, prefer in-depth content, and are avid public media supporters” (3). Doubtless, podcast 

listeners have a high demand for media, and these audiences, listeners who come back again and 

again to podcast feeds because of subscription, provide a potential market for creators of similar 

media.  
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While podcast publishing releases distinct media from traditional publishing, the 

audiences share similar interests and often overlap. In fact, studies show that podcast listeners are 

audiobook listeners. A survey by Edison Research “revealed that while 26% of the U.S. 

population at large had listened to a complete audiobook in the past 12 months, 46% of podcast 

listeners reported having done so—nearly double the rate of the general public” (Klose and 

Puckett 28). The survey also showed that “28% of audiobook listeners surveyed reported having 

listened to a podcast in the last week, with an additional 23% having listened to one in the last 

month” (28). Tom Webster, the Vice President of Strategy and Marketing at Edison Research, 

said in a keynote speech at the annual Audio Publishers Association meeting “Not only do 

podcast listeners generally consumer twice as many audiobooks per year as non-podcast 

listeners, and ‘though they listen to a lot of free content, are also among [audiobook publishers’] 

best customers’” (qtd. in Nawotka). With audiobooks as one of the traditional publishing 

industry's fastest growing forms, it’s apparent that publishers must make efforts to understand 

and connect with the shared audiobook and podcasting audiences and how they intersect. 

Part of understanding these audio audiences is knowing the history of podcasting and 

publishing and how they have merged and met over the years. In the first decade of the 

Twenty-first Century, many writers––of books and blogs––used podcasting as a means of 

reaching out to audiences directly. Horror and science fiction author Scott Sigler began releasing 

his books in weekly podcast episodes in this decade including “Ancestor, his first 

book...recorded and released on his Web site (www.ScottSigler. com) before the book was 

printed” originally in 2007 (Alexander 11). The podcast “drew 30,000 listeners regularly. 

Ancestor was published in print format in April by indie Dragon Moon Press, and has sold about 
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5,000 copies, according to Sigler” (Deahl 6). A report on NPD BookScan November 17, 2018, 

shows release to date sales of 820 for the original ISBN of Ancestor published by Dragon Moon 

Press in 2007. The sales pushed his book up quickly in the Amazon rankings to reach #7 overall 

and #1 in Amazon’s horror and science fiction categories.  

Sigler has continued to publish his books in audio format as free podcasts, and still signed 

a five-book contract with the publisher Crown, which will allow Sigler to self-publish in this 

format and sell the print rights to Crown. (Alexander 11). Since Ancestor, Sigler has published 

multiple print bestsellers which have been released freely as podcasts. Sigler’s books with Crown 

have been relatively successful as well, with Infested released in the spring of 2008 “with a 

potential first printing of 100,000. The novel has also been added to the RH Films production 

slate” (Deahl 6). Sigler’s method of podcasting into traditional publishing brought him book 

deals and connectivity with an audience that described themselves as junkies for his work. The 

release of weekly installments resembles the slow publishing of Charles Dickens and other 

Victorian-era books in installments, however, Sigler’s use of a personal website gave him an 

advantage. By releasing weekly episodes of his books on free platforms that lead to listeners 

interacting on his website with each other, Sigler was able to maintain an element of control and 

direct connection with his audience.  

While Sigler’s podcasting has shown success for him, another early podcaster, Mignon 

Fogarty, also known as Grammar Girl, has made way for publishers to use podcasting 

interactively to gain audiences. Fogarty launched her free podcast, Grammar Girl's Quick And 

Dirty Tips For Better Writing, in 2006. Fogarty’s podcast quickly became popular, reaching #2 

on iTunes most popular podcasts list for a time. That popularity launched Fogarty into the 
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traditional publishing world, and “Holt president and publisher John Sterling contacted Grammar 

Girl...after reading about her and her dedicated fans in a Wall Street Journal article” (Deahl 8). 

Holt published Fogarty’s book, titled after her podcast on July 8, 2008, and a release to date sales 

report on NPD BookScan, populated through November 17, 2018, shows that the physical book 

Grammar Girl's Quick And Dirty Tips For Better Writing has sold 99,278 copies since its 

release. Fogarty continued to release podcast episodes and founded the Quick and Dirty Tips 

network, also known as the QTD network. Macmillan, the parent publisher of the Henry Holt 

imprint was “impressed with Fogarty's network and its potential to support authors, [and] 

Macmillan entered a joint venture with her that year and began producing the QDT podcast 

network, as well as a series of Quick and Dirty Tips books by Fogarty” (Reid 8). The QTD 

podcast network has allowed Macmillan to gain “experience and data with the format, using 

podcasting to promote its authors and market its books. But podcasting has also provided a 

platform for the house to create original audio content, connect directly to readers, generate 

advertising revenue, and recruit new authors” (8). The network has grown to include 10 weekly 

podcasts and––according to Mary Beth Roche, president of Macmillan Audio––“generates two 

million monthly downloads across its 10 weekly shows, and its websites attract more than three 

million unique visitors each month” (8). The Fogarty-Macmillan partnership has paved the way 

for publishers to connect directly with the voracious podcasting audience, giving publishers 

easily quantifiable data on the listeners and a place to market books and raise money off of 

advertisements to a rapt audience.  

In 2017, Macmillan launched a second podcast network Macmillan Podcasts to publish 

podcasts on a broader spectrum and gather insight into a wider array of listeners.  Through both 
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of these networks, Macmillan continues to partner with authors, build stories and audiences, and 

use new audio avenues to market new books. In 2014, Ellen Hendrikson released Savvy 

Psychologist on the QTD podcast network, leading to a book deal with St. Martin’s Press. IN 

conjunction with the release of the book, How to Be Yourself: Quiet Your Inner Critic and Rise 

Above Social Anxiety, “Macmillan Podcasts worked with Hendriksen to create a six-part podcast 

on social anxiety” (Reid 9). An NPD BookScan report of sales from the release date, March 13, 

2018, to November 17, 2018, the book as already sold 7,261 copies. The networks have allowed 

Macmillan to establish a flow between podcasts and traditionally published book in a way that 

brings in audiences to every part of the process to engage the author and products.  

Macmillan Podcasts has also allowed the publisher to create original podcast content. The 

network, “teamed with Tor Labs, a Macmillan imprint that specializes in experimental works, to 

create a podcast audio drama, or a radio play, titled Steal the Stars, which featured a cast of 24 

voice actors. It ran for 14 episodes beginning in 2017, generating more than one million 

downloads” (Reid 9). The network then took the script of the podcast and created a novelization 

of Steal the Stars released in 2017 as a paperback, ebook, and audiobook. An NPD BookScan 

report of release to date sales through November 17, 2018, shows 708 copies sold since the 

publishing date. In a similar project, Macmillan published the young adult thriller, Sadie by 

Courtney Summers. The book follows a young woman who has run away to kill the man she 

believes has raped and murdered her sister. In alternating chapters, the narrative shows Sadie’s 

perspective and the transcript of a fictional true crime podcast by investigative journalist West 

McCray who has made it his mission to find Sadie or figure out what happened to her. The 

chapters of the book containing the podcast were dramatized and produced into a real podcast, 
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published as The Girls: Find Sadie by Macmillan Podcasts in conjunction with the release of the 

physical book and audiobook, which includes the dramatization of the podcast. An NPD 

BookScan report of the release to date sales through November 17, 2018, shows 8,017 copies 

purchased since September 4, 2018.  

The methods and genres of podcasting to traditional publishing vary, but it is evident that 

the two publishing methods have exciting connections. While some authors have found 

individual success by releasing their way to physical books and connecting directly with 

audiences, other partnerships have formed wider results. The Macmillan podcasting partnerships 

show the publishers can use podcasts in a variety of cost-effective ways to market to listeners 

and build demand for new content. While there is a powerful connection with authors and 

audiences when authors take their stories into their own hands and self-publish through 

podcasting, networks offer consumers and creators the ability to share audiences and direct them 

to new works.  
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